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1 ABSTRACT 

Contemporary densely built urban quarters lack impulses for mixed use and flexible capacities, often 

resulting in almost mono-functional housing areas. The aim of the paper is to explore this widely disregarded 

link between theory and practice in urban development, in other words: it's about the missing link between 

conceptual demands for mixed use and the contemporary implementation process.  

2 INTRODUCTION: MISCHUNG: POSSIBLE! 

The paper is based on preparations and findings within the Smart City Demo-project ―Mischung: Possible!‖ 

(TU Wien 2016), funded by the Austrian Climate and Energy Fund (KLIEN 2015) and refers to the Smart 

City Wien Rahmenstrategie (Stadt Wien 2014). Smart City Demo-projects are targeted to engage and enact 

on sustainability transition. Scientific activities within the program family are necessarily prescriptive 

efforts, have to embrace an integral approach towards innovation and therefore have to produce  

transformative knowledge. The project Mischung: Possible! is focused on the qualities and the development 

of mixed use and flexible capacities in contemporary densely built urban quarters. The goal is to establish a 

link between the macro, meso and micro level of planning, to evaluate the value of mixed use structures in 

the context of social and technological change and to build upon implementation scenarios for sustainable 

mixed use development. The project is based on an innovation oriented strategic-relational institutional 

approach, involving a mix of methods such as desk research, participatory research and stakeholder 

involvement (citizens, planners and public officials, developers, users etc.) through interviews, workshops 

and group discussions, evaluation through case studies in Vienna and short field research on innovative 

actors and projects in London and Amsterdam, impulse-scenario building and modeling.  

Practice in urban development shows, that the outcomes lie generally behind the conceptual demands, 

resulting in more or less mono-functional housing areas (Bretschneider 2007; Wieland 2014; Nedden et al. 

2015). This applies typically to Vienna, where the pressure of demographic growth weights heavy on 

housing policy since more than a decade now. The reaction of housing and urban development policy 

(represented through different political parties since the year of 2010) is experienced as an ambivalent 

mixture of satisfaction (with growth, life quality and social housing), ambition (in regard of participation, 

social infrastructure, mobility, energy) and disregard (of the flagging economic structure and the demands of  

integrative urban development). Within Mischung: Possible! monofunctionality in the urban context is 

presumed as an unsustainable and not resilient context of living. Such city structures may lead to more traffic 

and energy consumption, and to less life quality at the same time. However the opposite, the enforced 

homogeneously mixed carpet is – at least for the whole city – not the perfect solution as well. Hence, 

Mischung: Possible! is aiming at the conceptualization of place-sensible mixed usemixed use scenarios in-

between these limits. The starting point of this paper is the need for innovation and research action (chapter 

3). The path towards sustainability transition is introduced by involving a innovative comprehension of urban 

development in the process of research. To come with implementation into play the contemporary 

framework of urban development will be presented as an environment where the planning of the physical 

structure belongs to appropriate soft tools and processes as well as a different collective understanding of 

urban growth. The following chapter is about affordability in mixed use areas to exemplify the differentiated 

approach towards mixed use (chapter 4). Addressed as the precondition to decode the development of life 

quality, affordability is represented as the nucleus of social justice as well as of resource effectiveness and 

environment protection. A complex understanding of affordability and it's changing character over time will 

be presented by the contextualization of different understandings within urban development. Finally, the 

preliminary findings are presented in the conclusion for further discussion and research (chapter 5).  
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3 THE NEED FOR INNOVATION AND RESEARCH ACTION  

In order to implement innovation in the development of mixed use, the spatial-typological dimension needs 

to be combined with the economic, social and ecological one. The focus here is set to post-industrial and 

reflexive forms of innovation (Rammert 1997), that move beyond the material/ physical dimension to ways 

of thinking and development and social processes that are not only different from the standard ones, but in 

some ways better and consequently offer an added value of some kind. We suggest to keep in mind a wide 

set of innovation dimensions, at least the organiszational, technological, service-based, social, policy and 

design-driven ones (Image 1). Within that understanding of innovation traditional and new forms of 

agricultural, industrial and post-industrial labor as well as alternative concepts of work may be included in 

mixed use-scenarios. In this sense, the approach to innovation pursued here refers both to forms of service-

based innovation (Salter / Tether 2006), but as well to planning innovation by questioning existing routines 

through the introduction of new governance structures, process and instruments, in other words through 

transformative practices (Albrechts 2010) that can discard existing concepts, structures and ideas that are not 

supporting the development of a differentiated and sustainable urbanity.   

The development and the implementation of that kind of innovation relates to a comprehensive 

understanding of sustainability and planning. Within the program family of the Smart City Demo the 

orientation towards the implementation of innovation is compulsive and generally framed by a strong 

pressure towards economic valorization. Interestingly the specific funding framework of Mischung: 

Possible! underlines as well the social dimension of innovation, which is a still underestimated aspect of 

sustainability change. Each funded project has to define a so called testbed for innovation. At the theoretical 

level these testbeds are not only to be translated as the physical and social structures within defined city areas 

but can furthermore be understood as 'niches' in the multi-level perspective of transition studies (Geels / 

Schot 2007) or in an institutionalist view as places where counter-hegemonic coalitions (Servillo / Broeck: 

52) are able to stimulate innovation. In both cases, the superior frame ('regime' and 'landscape' or 'hegemonic 

institutional frame') is a stabilizer, causing 'locked-in situations' (Rammert 1997). Supposed sustainability 

transition towards mixed use urban quarters is not realized by single shots, like the invention of new mixed 

use typologies for single buildings or alternative regulations for shopping streets, but rather through an 

intelligent combination of the multiple dimensions of innovation mentioned above. In our view it is a core 

task to translate the additional benefit of innovative mixed use-scenarios to the stakeholder community 

(planners, administration, citizens, housing cooperatives, developers and investors, researches etc.). As a 

prerequisite of this task, the pursued common view has to be built upon a differentiated understanding and 

language of the qualities and values of mixed use. 

As for now a variety of configurations can be defined as mixed use, but a wide consensus on defining 

typological criteria is missing. Relevant literature and evaluations (i. e. Bretschneider 2007; Nedden et al 

2015; Wieland 2014) have defined possible qualifying indicators, mostly to compare different developments. 

Yet the link between different relevant aspects of mixed use remains relatively unexplored and poorly 

understood. In the Mischung: possible! research project the following primary categorization of criteria to 

define and describe mixed use has been proposed, based on qualitative interviews with stakeholders, and 

stakeholders‘ workshop, research and evaluation of three realized examples of urban development, literature 

research. This approach to mixed use is based on a differentiated understanding of functional and 

spatial/typological as well as of social aspects. With regard to the functional and spatial/typological aspects  

mixed use developments can be distinguished on the basis of the degree of functional mix (which functions, 

how much) and of the related spatial configurations (distribution of the functions). A particular important 

distinction here is between fine-grained and large-grained functional mix, already highlighted in German 

speaking contexts (Breuer et al. 2000). An additional criteria is adaptability, with particular focus towards 

flexible and open-use spatial typologies that allow over time change of uses. Functional and typological 

criteria need to be related to a predefined observation scale or field, such as: quarter, block, building, unit. 

Additional selectable relevant fields include specific zone such as ground floor or ground and upper levels. 

An important differentiation already picked up in various studies is that between the potential of fine versus 

large grained mixes of built structures. This differentiation, embedded in the spatial and typological 

configuration, is relevant especially for the use quality and use value, for criteria linked to sustainability and 

strongly effects the real estate dimension. Furthermore the project is addressed to different groups of citizens 

and users (i. e. creative industry, zero emission industry, care work). The diversity of citizens, uses and 
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physical structures is seen as a constitutive asset for urban quarters. These fine grained assumptions should 

be linked to ecological, social, cultural and economic qualities, such as the following examples shall show 

literally.  

Regarding sustainability a focus here lies on mobility, and how mixed use developments can positively 

reduce car use because of proximity between live, work and services. Life-cycle of buildings and quarters 

constitute a further relevant criterion, especially when building can be adapted to different uses over time and 

are therefore more robust. Mixed use can furthermore intensify space use and therefore reduce the use of 

resources both in term of space itself (less infrastructure, less ancillary spaces needed) but as well in terms of 

heating, light, and so on). 

Mixed use can strongly contribute to the quality of public space, as in most configurations it constitutes a 

necessary transition between housing uses and public space and makes it more lively and intense. It can 

therefore strongly contribute to the attractiveness of a certain area as whole for various milieus interested 

urbanity. It can underpin social mix and social inclusion raise the chances at the individual level of balancing 

work and private life thanks to physical proximity between different functions. Additionally a differentiated 

mixed use configuration can support the synergies among the different functions, as for example highlighted 

in the analysis of high-streets by the Great London Authority, where both living and working functions 

support retail and f&b (food and beverage) functions in their proximity (Duggan 2014: 15). 

Mixed use is from a real-estate perspective rarely attractive on the short-term. It requires a mix of 

competences rarely in the hand of one developer alone. Additionally, differently from housing in many 

contexts in strong demand, non-housing functions are mostly difficult to let and represent a substantial risk. 

On the other hand successful examples show the potential of raising both housing and non-housing values in 

the long term because of the specific urban identity.  

Further more the quality of the implementation process and of the mixing of technological and social 

components are essential aspects of mixed use development. Therefore mixed use can be understood as a 

process reaching from the conception to the use-phase over the long term. Specific implementation measures 

are necessary in order to realize mixed use, and it is important to develop an approach that moves beyond the 

spatial structure but integrates economic and social processes as well. The potential of mixed use thus is 

strongly linked to the need for a differentiated approach. Let's keep in mind that mixed use is not positive per 

se but that much depends on the kind of mixed use and how the technical and social components, mixed 

together, actually contribute to the qualitative aspects listed above. These considerations are exemplified in 

the following approach towards affordability.  

4 AFFORDABILITY WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF MIXED USE DEVELOPMENT 

4.1 Definitions of affordability within the context of mixed use development  

In the context of mixed use the aspect of affordability plays a crucial role for planning, implementation and  

daily life and represents one of the core areas of research within the project Mischung: Possible!. 

Affordability is essential with regard to the mixed use development process as well as to the phase of use and 

re-use of the spatial capacities. Moreover in combination with accessibility, the aspect of affordability is an 

important cause for the distribution and redistribution of opportunities in the city and is therefore 

substantially responsible for the spatial arrangements as an expression of the cities social structure (Kadi / 

Musterd 2014). Affordability is related to spatial planning, zoning, quality standards and building regulations 

as well as to the labour market, the fiscal policy and the welfare system in general. There is a subjective and 

a collective value of affordability that is methodologically challenging to take into account (Kunnert 2014: 

26). Furthermore the adaptability of the definition strongly depends on the availability of reliable data and of 

its standardization. And finally, the definition of affordability is already a challenging task for the single use 

case.  

In a nutshell there are many different definitions of affordability at the macro and micro level, and regionally 

different preconditions to translate these definitions into empirical findings. In the case of housing, 

affordability is strongly linked to societal and economic change, but affordability as a whole is still 

underestimated within the conception and implementation of mixed use. It is hardly possible to transfer 

innovations from one city directly to another, but on the contrary highly relevant to carefully translate 

innovations in a context-sensitive way. Still there are ongoing transformations by which many different cities 
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(i. e. in the European context) are hit, such as the process of globalization and economic restructuring and the 

rising economic inequality (Tammaru et al. 2016: 358). 

Seen 'work' in the context of individualization, commodification and technological change the different 

forms of use are more and more interwoven in the dynamic change of spatial needs. Additionally the societal 

change leads to new dimensions of work, shifting partly away from gainful occupation, and again calling for 

affordable space to enable the resources for a meaningful life. However in comparison to housing, there is 

not so much knowledge about the affordability of work in the context of mixed use development at the 

macro and micro level.  

Another aspect of affordability relates to the concepts of resource effectiveness and environmental 

protection. There, affordable products and services in the spatial context are facilitated through the effective 

allocation of resources and they are shaped by a robust design, fulfilling their ―function‖ over a long period 

of time. In addition, affordability for the next generation is a sustainable way of planning cities, embarking 

construction processes and using materials in an intelligent manner. There is uncertainty about the real future 

of work and the figure of the user in a more and more global, commodified and technological world. There is 

uncertainty as well about the future political forces and the future public opinion. What we see for now is, 

that both the growth and the technological paradigm, as the predominant orientations at the macro level are 

failing apparently at steering society towards a sustainable way of life.  

4.2 Contextualization of the understandings of affordability 

Let's take housing at first: most notably the definition of affordable housing is expressed through the relation 

of financial incomings and outgoings (purchasing price, rental fee). On an aggregated base these values can 

be compared over time and/or with other locations (small units for segregation indices, cities and nations for 

development indication, etc.) and/or with other products of consumption. But there are even more aspects of 

relevance: life quality, individual preferences, social belongings, cultural traditions, household size etc. 

Affordability in housing played a central role in Modern architecture and planning. The long-lasting idea of 

achieving affordability due to the reduction of the required built space and simultaneously to the raise of 

efficiency has become embedded in most normative and planning systems.  

Only recently, and in specific contexts (i. e. Amsterdam, London), attention has been given to the provision 

of affordable working spaces, as these city administrations have acknowledged the reduced availability of 

such spaces in newly built areas because of housing pressure, and that at the same time such spaces (also 

named Low Threshold Enterprise Spaces or LTES, London) play an important role for the city as a whole in 

terms of provision of necessary services, creation of employment opportunities, innovation (London) 

(Maccreanor et al. 2014: 240) and guaranteeing the survival of subcultures and related urban competitiveness 

(Amsterdam) (Pot 2011: 46 ff.). Also concerning the provision of work-spaces attention has been paid to the 

need of spatially mixing the provision of affordable and subsidized spaces with market-price ones, albeit 

with different reasons and motivations than in housing.  

In housing in fact there is an explicit need to avoid socio-spatial segregation, and this need is so strong that 

public interventions have some times taken into account the distribution of housing benefits also towards 

higher income groups in order to guarantee social inclusion and mixing (see for example Viennese housing 

policy). Examples of mixing housing strategies include the VINEX locations policies in the Netherlands that 

mandated new housing developments to include 30 percent of social housing units, partly financed by 70 

percent commercial housing (Hall 2014). More recently in Vienna housing policies have promoted the so-

called ‗smart housing‘ and introduced affordable housing as a specific category of land use. These policies 

are thought to approach the lack of affordable housing for the lower-income groups, for which much of the 

subsidized housing market (partly based on cooperative model of rent-buy) remained not accessible. 

In the case of provision of mixed affordable and market-priced work-spaces the logic behind mixing both in 

London and in Amsterdam is similarly based on harvesting potential synergies among different kind of users 

and uses. In Amsterdam the provision - through the Broedplaatsen program - is aimed at the creative 

industries, and is based on  subsidies to develop and operate such work-places when mixing 40 percent of 

low rental spaces for artist with 60 percent commercial spaces for creative firms. Particular relevance has 

been seen in the place-making potential of broedplaatsen that are consequently understood as urban 

regeneration tools. 
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In London, the Plan Policy 4.1 ‗identifies the need to ensure a good supply of workspace in terms of type, 

size and cost, supporting infrastructure and suitable environments for larger employers and small and 

medium enterprises, including the voluntary and community sectors.‘ (Greater London Authority 2015). 

Boroughs can mandate for new developments the provision of a certain amount of affordable spaces.  

The definition of affordability especially for what concerns work-spaces varies strongly in different contexts. 

While the definition of affordability in housing has, at least in the macro level, been agreed upon (for 

example Eurostat and the Council of the European Union consider housing costs- exclusive of utilities but 

including mortgage  and interests costs for owners- as ‗overburdening‘ when they are above 40 percent of the 

disposable income, (Pittini et al. 2015: 16), and there is a rough consensus that households spending more 

that 30 percent of their gross income on housing have an affordability problem (Pittini 2011)  None such 

standard definitions exist for affordable work-spaces. 

Empirical findings both in London and in Amsterdam (Great London Authority 2015: 20; Gemeente 

Amsterdam 2016) emphasised that the focus for affordable workspaces should be shifted from rental price to 

square meter to the unit price.  Additionally important factors to be considered include stage of development 

of the business, sector, flexibility, access to information and networks. In Amsterdam, the most recent 

Broedplaatsen framework mandates a price of 300 Euro / month for the affordable units, independently from 

the units‘ sizes and exclusive of utilities costs.  

In London, where such spaces are not directly subsidized, affordability is often defined as percentage of 

market rate, and a sliding scale is applied, for example starting from 60 per cent of the market rate for the 

first three years, and then decreasing down to 90 per cent by year ten (Great London Authority 2105: 26, 

referred to Borough of Hackney). The effect of this policies has been questioned (Ferm 2014), as it is 

strongly linked to the profile of the involved stakeholders, in most cases are not actually apt at promoting and 

managing such spaces. Successful examples however confirm that the impact can be wide reaching both in 

terms of implementing mixed use attractive developments and positively influencing the surrounding. More 

in general there is an understanding within the Regeneration Unit of the Great London Authority that work-

spaces act as an ‗ecosystem‘, and that specific attention should be given to the interplay and synergies 

between low-threshold and market-price spaces (Maccreanor et al. 2014: 65). 

It is clear that developing mixed use structures requires additional resources in many ways (development, 

construction costs, management). Without additional resources there is a consistent risk of cannibalization 

among the affordable components, as shown in the case of the Vienna‘s Quartiershäuser. Here, the 

affordable rent (mandated at 4 Euro/square meter) for up to 30 percent of the total usable surface could only 

be achieved in combination with commercial high-end housing, and therefore eliminating to the affordable 

housing component (Gutheil-Knopp-Kirchwald / Kadi 2014). An integrated and long term approach to 

mixing, with both work and live components, each of them with affordable parts, represents without any 

doubt a considerable challenge for all involved stakeholders.  

Differently than in regeneration projects, in most new urban developments housing the main focus of the 

involved stakeholders is housing. Consequently little competences are cultivated and available for the 

development and combination of differentiated work-spaces, beyond the provision of the standard 

commercial retail infrastructure for residential area. In this case the notion of affordability is questionably 

limited to affordable housing, following the Modern paradigm and according to the consequent still 

embedded in the  normative and supporting system. These systems appear to be hardly able to react to 

societal changes pushing towards fluid borders between live and work functions and times, mandating 

instead the production of monofunctional spaces with fixed predefined uses.  

The challenge of integrated approaches is even bigger because of the lack of coordination among responsible 

agencies and stakeholders (for example among housing and economic development). This lack is  

particularly evident in the case of new urban developments where everything is being built from scratch and 

housing is the main focus. Integration can only work if the notion of affordability is approached in an 

integrated perspective, as suggested with the idea of affordable city, and both spaces, instruments and 

incentives are developed accordingly. This means moving towards an integrate conception of urban 

development focusing on economic and social processes, next to spatial structures. 
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5 CONCLUSION 

Mixed use is often conceptualized in terms of building and spatial structures, while economical and social 

processes that are implicit in mixed use development receive little attention. This basic conceptual gap is 

embedded in most development processes, and reflected in housing-dominated new urban developments. In 

order to achieve effective implementation of mixed use, the physical space, economical and social 

dimensions need to be conceptually integrated. This synthetic perspective gives indications about the nature 

of the possible innovations in the context of mixed use urban developments: as combinations of spatial- 

technological structures and organizational, people and / or service based components whose effects can 

range from social, to economical / service-based and spatial / typological innovation. Especially fine-grained 

non housing functions – in order to be successful – require incentives to support affordability, and as well 

organizational and financial innovative structures (such as specific subsidies both object and subject based, 

cross-sites operators, business consultancies, branding). At the same time the preliminary findings of the 

project indicate that specifically these kind of uses are particularly relavant, and until now neglected, 

ingredients for a sustainable (and mixed) city.  
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